On evolutionarily conserved simple repetitive DNA sequences: do "sex-specific" satellite components serve any sequence dependent function?
The nuclear genomes of eukaryotes contain DNA of varying degrees of repetition. Highly repetitious DNA and simple repetitive sequences as a fraction thereof appear to be distributed in a non-random fashion in the genome. There are arguments for and against functional roles of simple repetitive sequences, and the reasons for their evolutionary conservation are not at all clear. In order to learn more about the biologic role of simple repetitive sequences in the context of their evolutionary history, we report here the following results from studies of sex-specific snake satellite DNA: 1) The snake simple repeat sequence is 5'-GATAGACA-3' and it is strictly conserved throughout vertebrate evolution. 2) The simple repeat sequence is intimately interspersed with single-copy DNA throughout the mouse genome. 3) The simple repeat is transcribed into RNA in several animal systems and it is translatable in bacterial test systems. 4) The simple repeat sequence is sex-specifically arranged in vertebrates. 5) In snake DNA, the simple repeat is adjacent to a single-copy sequence which singles out a male-specific putative mRNA in mouse polysomal poly (A)+ RNA. Thus even if this snake simple repetitive sequence is not involved in a basic cellular function such as sex-determination, it is nevertheless a valuable tool to approach those problems.